Local Economic Impact of Wind Energy Development: Analysis of the Regulatory Framework, Taxation, and Income for Galician Municipalities
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Abstract: Wind energy has rapidly developed in the last decades, generating economic impacts at different territorial scales and contributing to rural development. However, few research works have analysed its economic impact at a local scale, especially in rural areas. Galicia is a Spanish region in which 3300 MW of wind energy have been installed in rural municipalities with low levels of socioeconomic activity and important socio-environmental problems. In this sense, the objective of this work is to analyse the local revenues directly derived from wind power activity in relation to changes in the regulatory framework (1995–2017), as well as to quantify those revenues for the year 2017. For this purpose, information has been systematically collected from secondary sources and complemented with 10 years of field and monitoring work on site at the wind farms. This article reveals the relationship between the regulatory framework and the main sources of income associated with wind power generation (conventional and specific taxes, municipal ownership, and other revenues). In 2017, these revenues amounted to 17.8 million euros. This work discusses how the public policies implemented during the analysed time period limited the direct economic impacts of the installation of wind farms on Galician rural municipalities, and consequently hindered rural development.
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1. Introduction

The development of the different forms of renewable energy has, in the last decades, become a priority at both a global level [1] and at the European scale [2]. Among those forms, wind power is one of the most prominent renewable technologies, as has been widely stated in the literature [3]. Thus, this type of energy has rapidly expanded across the world [4,5], facilitating the supply of energy from local and renewable resources and contributing to the fight against climate change [6]. Besides, the installation of wind farms has generated socioeconomic impacts at different territorial levels (national, regional, local), fostering rural development to a greater or lesser extent [7,8]. For instance, Varela and Sánchez [9] have analysed the importance of wind energy impacts on employment generation and the gross domestic product of peripheral regions. Slattery et al. [10] have shown how the installation of wind farms has had socioeconomic effects at a regional and, most especially, at a local level in rural areas of Texas (United States). In addition, recent works have underlined how renewable energy can be an opportunity to create more dynamic local communities [11], to achieve sustainable development at the local government level [12], and to encourage rural development through the sustainable exploitation of local resources [13] (see Section 2).

Galicia is a region situated in the northwest of Spain. The number of wind farms in the region has increased exponentially in the last few decades. In 20 years, around 4000 wind turbines have
been installed in more than 150 wind farms across Galician rural areas. These wind farms have over 3300 MW distributed to 107 out of 315 municipalities in Galicia (Figure 1). In 2016, Galicia was, after Germany and Denmark, the third largest territory of the European Union in terms of wind power per unit area. On the other hand, it is important to point out that almost all of the wind turbines are located in rural municipalities with serious structural socioeconomic problems. To the low population density (98% of wind turbines are found in municipalities with less than 150 inhabitants per km$^2$), it is possible to add the high ageing index (Galicia is the second autonomous region in Spain with the highest index) [14], the loss of agricultural employment (which has reduced by 65% in the last 15 years) and the increase in the number of abandoned towns and villages (from 1064 to 1726 in the 2000–2017 period) [15]. All of these factors have led to the progressive abandonment of cropland and forest areas [16], causing important environmental problems such as forest fires [17].

In this context, wind energy emerges as a great opportunity to reverse negative trends and revitalise rural municipalities in the region. In this sense, the new local revenues associated with wind power development and the corresponding public policies are two key aspects of the analysis of potential opportunities for the development of rural territories [20]. The objective of this work is three-fold: (a) to identify, characterise, and analyse the dynamics of the main direct revenues derived from wind power activity and earned by rural municipalities between 1995–2017; (b) to make a quantitative estimation of the local revenues in the last year for which information was available (2017); and (c) to discuss the influence of the Galician and Spanish regulatory framework on the results. This article reflects on the economic importance of the main sources of income identified: the revenues obtained from singular wind farms, conventional taxes, the canon eólico (wind power tax), and the Environmental Compensation Fund, and other possible revenues such as those derived from collaboration agreements and the renting of public property (see Section 4). In order to conduct this research, a systematic collection of information from secondary sources has been carried out and completed with field and monitoring work at the wind farms over 10 years (2008–2017). As a result of this research process, a database of socioeconomic information on wind energy in Galicia...
was created (Socioeconomic Information Database of Wind Energy in Galicia, SIDWEG) (see [18]); this database has been the main source of information for the present work (see Section 3). Thus, this article contributes new and relevant socioeconomic information to the political debate on the relevance of wind energy and its regulatory framework for rural development processes in relation to the endogenous potentialities of the different territories.

2. Local Economic Impacts, Regulatory Framework and Rural Development Associated with Wind Energy

The local socioeconomic impacts of wind farms in rural areas have been poorly studied [10,21]. In spite of this, it is possible to identify four different research lines among the works published. First of all, there are studies focused on the direct economic impacts on the local territory. Taxes are one of the local sources of revenue that are most often analysed in this literature [22,23]. Thus, in some countries, local administrations receive, via taxes, direct contributions from the turnover of wind farms located in their territories. For instance, this is the case of Greek municipalities, which receive annual payments representing 3% of the turnover of wind farms built within their territories [24]; in Portugal, the annual amount corresponds to 2.5% of the turnover [25]. For the United States, Slattery et al. [10] have estimated that the payment of taxes associated with wind power activity to local governments can range between 4000–12,000 US dollars per MW. On the other hand, the establishment of locally owned wind farms also has direct economic impacts on the area, as seen in England [26], the United States [27], Germany, or Denmark, where in 2010, 15% of the wind turbines were owned by cooperatives controlled by the local population [28].

Second, there are research works that discuss the possibilities of local development and revitalisation associated with wind power activity. In the literature, there is a strong consensus on the potential of renewable energy as a driver for the sustainable development of territories [11,12,29,30], which is a fact that is also recognised by the European regulations [2]. Thus, Munday et al. [31] have analysed the benefits that wind energy has for local communities in Scotland, while Copena and Simón [20] have shown how payments received by landowners may foster initiatives to revive local areas in Galicia. Delicado et al. [21] have studied how, in the case of Portugal, the benefits and positive impacts of wind farms are perceived as indirect and quite modest. From another perspective, Castleberry and Greene [32] have examined the specific case of public schools in Oklahoma, finding significant differences in revenues among school districts with and without wind farms in their territories. Okkonen and Lehtonen [33] have highlighted the importance of wind revenues in the provision and maintenance of basic services for the population of northern Scotland.

Third, there are research works focused on studying the role of economic impacts on the local acceptance of wind farms. Economic benefits in particular are presented as strongly linked to the local acceptance of wind farm projects [22]. Thus, Liebe et al. [34], studying the case of Germany, revealed a positive relationship between the local ownership of wind farms and the local acceptance of renewable energy plants, while Slattery et al. [35] pointed to the increase in local revenues via taxes as one of the elements explaining the greater support for this type of project in the United States. Other authors such as Jami and Walsh [36] have also described local ownership and the increase in revenues via taxes as key for the acceptance of wind farms in Ontario (Canada), while Mundaca et al. [37] connected local ownership with distributive justice and the consent for wind farms in Denmark. In the same line, the increment of local revenues through taxes was a strong incentive for Portuguese local authorities to approve the construction of wind farms [21], which is a dynamic that has also been specifically pointed out in relation to rural contexts with low economic activity [38].

Finally, the fourth research line includes works that analyse the importance of the institutional and regulatory frameworks of the wind industry and their influence on the three previous aspects. Certainly, the scope of the local economic impacts of wind energy is limited by the public policies regulating wind power activity [39]. For instance, in Denmark, 20% of the ownership of a wind farm is offered to the public in the form of shares at a cost price, which is a norm that fosters the
increase of local revenues [40,41]. In France, a specific wind tax has been created for the purpose of granting municipalities the possibility of participating in the income generated by wind farms [42]. In the United States, local administrations have had a crucial role in the planning and development of regulations; they are even entitled to decide the location of wind farms [43]. Something similar occurs in Sweden, where municipalities hold veto power over the projects [44], or in the United Kingdom, where governance processes at a local level are common [45]. On the contrary, in contexts where local ownership of wind farms is rare and the local authorities have a limited negotiation capacity, the structural interests of wind power companies (whether national or international) weaken the possible benefits and positive impacts of this activity [21].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Gathering and Selection of Information

In order to carry out this research, a systematic gathering of information from secondary sources has been performed and completed with field and monitoring work at wind farms over a 10-year period (2008–2017). Among the secondary sources, which are mostly public databases, regulatory documents and official journals were systematised for the 1995–2017 period (see Table 1). Complementarily, the field work consisted of the collection of socioeconomic information on the Galician municipalities affected by wind power projects. For this purpose, participatory research techniques were used [46,47], and a total of 106 semi-structured interviews were conducted on the wind farms in operation. The main source of information for this research paper came from the systematisation of data gathered from secondary sources; the field work was a complementary source that was used mainly to have access to the renting contracts signed by the tenants of municipally-owned land and to compile the few collaboration agreements drawn up by companies and municipalities. The interviews were directly conducted with key actors in the municipalities with wind farms in their territories (71% of them were local inhabitants, 19% were political representatives at the local government, and 10% were promoters and managers of companies providing auxiliary and other services to the wind farms). The semi-structured interviews aimed at gathering information on wind power projects that could not be obtained from the above-mentioned secondary sources. This information included: the type of local participation in the approval procedure for the installation of wind farms; local revenues from wind farms and instruments used for the transfer of those revenues; role of the municipalities in the development of wind farms; and the ultimate destination of wind revenues.

As a result of this process, a Socioeconomic Information Database of Wind Energy in Galicia was created [18], containing wind-related administrative, economic, social, and institutional data of the 1995–2017 period for all the operating wind farms and the municipalities affected by them in the Galician territory. The SIDWEG is an innovative database that includes both quantitative and qualitative information at four different scales: wind farm, municipality, province, and the whole region of Galicia. The SIDWEG contains systematised public information on technological aspects (unit capacity, total capacity, number of wind turbines, technology used, etc.), economic aspects (investments made, annual production, premiums received, local public revenue, etc.), and territorial aspects (areas affected, land occupied, number of wind turbines per municipality, etc.). Finally, the SIDWEG comprises social information (actors identified, the role played by each of them, etc.) and economic information for the above-mentioned four scales regarding the income obtained by the owners of wind farms and the main destination of that income. For this work, we have specifically used the sub-databases included in Table 1 with disaggregated local information. The four sub-databases were the ones containing: (1) socio-administrative data, (2) economic data, (3) public income data, and (4) landowner income data. The first one allows characterising wind farms in operation and those awaiting administrative processing, facilitating a constant monitoring of the administrative situation of every wind farm. The second database synthesises information about the production and economic turnover of wind farms, including those owned by the local administrations. The third database
systematises the flows of wind revenues earned by the municipalities, which were classified as follows: (i) revenues derived from wind taxation (the canon eólico and the Environmental Compensation Fund, hereinafter ECF); (ii) inflowing revenues from conventional taxes; and (iii) revenues obtained from the local ownership of wind farms (municipal singular wind farms). This database includes as well, to the extent that it is possible, information on the final destination of the local revenues associated with wind power activity. Finally, it reflects other possible wind-related incomes, more specifically, those linked to the leasing contracts and collaboration agreements drawn up between companies and municipalities.

Table 1. Summary of the main sources of information and fields of the SIDWEG used for the analysis of the local economic impacts of wind energy in Galicia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Sources of Information</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Relevance for This Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Socio-administrative</td>
<td>- Official Journal of Galicia - Official State Gazette - Register of special regime installations - Register of pre-allocation of remuneration - Administrative record of electric energy production - Regulatory documents, especially those issued by the Galician regional administration</td>
<td>- Temporary dynamics concerning the installation of wind farms and MW - Information on the developers - Information classified according to the second administrative phase</td>
<td>- To understand the dynamics of wind energy development in relation to the legal framework - To understand the future prospects for the installation of new wind farms and the creation of new economic opportunities at the local level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Economic</td>
<td>- Statistical information on the electric energy industry - Statistical information on special-regime energy sales - Specialised reports published by public and private entities</td>
<td>- Wind farm turnover</td>
<td>- To measure the importance of new industrial activity in rural areas - To estimate the turnover of wind farms in order to compare it with local revenues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Public income</td>
<td>- Public statistical databases - Official Journal of Galicia - Official Journal of each Galician province - Specialised scientific literature on the object of study - Public registers related to renewable energy activities - Geographic Information System tools - Websites of the different municipalities - Semi-structured interviews</td>
<td>- Revenues obtained at a local level, disaggregated by categories (canon eólico and ECF, conventional taxes, and municipal ownership of wind farms) - Destination of public wind revenues (only available in certain cases)</td>
<td>- Identification, characterisation, and estimation of the new income flows earned by municipalities with wind farms in their territories for each of the categories identified (canon eólico and the Environmental Compensation Fund (ECF), conventional taxes, and municipal ownership of wind farms) - To discuss wind revenues for the municipalities and their destination, as well as their impact on local public income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Landowner income</td>
<td>- Statistical information on the electric energy industry - Statistical information on special-regime energy sales - Geographic Information System tools - Semi-structured interviews</td>
<td>- Renting contracts and collaboration agreements between companies and municipalities</td>
<td>- To have access to the renting contracts of municipally-owned land signed by wind power companies - To have access to the collaboration agreements drawn up between municipalities and wind power firms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration from the SIDWEG.

3.2. Systematisation of the Information and Categories of Analysis

From the information collected (Table 1) and the analysis of the regulatory framework, it was possible to identify the main sources of revenue, which were classified into two categories (Table 2): (i) income from conventional and specific taxes; and (ii) other incomes, which were obtained from the leasing of municipal land for the construction of wind farms and from the collaboration agreements drawn up between wind power firms and municipalities. Among these categories, there are two sources of revenue associated with the specific regulatory framework of Galicia [18]. The first one is a wind power tax (canon eólico) that partially benefits municipalities with wind farms in their territories. This wind power tax is a levy on the number of wind turbines, and it feeds the ECF [48]. Its taxable events are the negative visual, environmental, and other impacts of wind farm installations on the territory. The second specific source of income, i.e., singular wind farms, allows municipalities to
promote wind power plants. The income flows for 2017, the last year for which there is information available, were estimated as follows. (i) Conventional taxes were calculated from the data of operating power collected in the SIDWEG and the updated average values obtained by Saladié [49] for Catalonia; (ii) ECF revenues were estimated from the systematisation of the municipal information published by the Official Journal of Galicia and reflected in the SIDWEG; (iii) The income derived from singular wind farms was calculated from information gathered from wind farm tenders and during the field work. This estimation allowed calculating the average annual income per MW, which were used to quantify the total revenues derived from singular wind farms in operation (SIDWEG); (iv) Finally, the data collected during the field work and systematised in the SIDWEG were also used to calculate the revenue obtained from the leasing of municipal land and from collaboration agreements.

Table 2. Comparative analysis of the categories of wind revenues in Galician municipalities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Tax or Taxing Figure</th>
<th>Year of First Possible Revenues</th>
<th>Specific of Galician Legislation</th>
<th>Limitations for the Use of Revenues</th>
<th>Characteristics of the Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Taxes</td>
<td>Conventional taxes</td>
<td>IAE (Tax on economic activities)</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Annual income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IBI (Property tax)</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Annual income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ICIO (Tax on Constructions, Installations, and Works)</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>One-time income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. Municipal ownership of wind farms</td>
<td>Canon eílico and ECF</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Income depending on the number of wind turbines and the number of meters of power evacuation lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. Other incomes</td>
<td>Renting of municipal land</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Annual income/One-time income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration agreements</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Annual income/One-time income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration from the SIDWEG.

4. Results

Figure 2 shows the temporal dynamics of the possibility of income flows for the municipalities during the period analysed. Thus, in 1997, with the installation of the first wind farms, conventional taxes started having a local economic impact. In 2001, the mechanism that allows developing small wind farms owned by the municipalities was established. The most recent regulatory change is connected to the creation of the wind power tax and the ECF in 2009. That was also the year in which the installed power levelled off; since then and until 2017, it has only increased by 3%. In 2017, the total revenue of municipalities with wind farms in their territories amounted to 17.8 million euros (Table 3). The most important category of local income was that of taxes (92.7%), followed by the municipal ownership of wind farms (7.0%). The category of other incomes was the least significant one (0.2%). In the following sections, each revenue category and subcategory will be analysed in detail. As shown in Figure 2, the rapid expansion of wind farms in Galicia has been favoured by the existence of incentives, which were mainly associated with feed-in tariff mechanisms [50]. However, this support model has greatly changed in the last few years. Thus, in 2013, the feed-in tariffs incentive system was eliminated, and new support mechanisms have been created since. On the one hand, there is an auction system in which the compensation-for-operation amounts are determined, and, on the other, there is a compensation-for-investment mechanism [51]. The halt in the expansion of wind farms observed since 2008 was not a consequence of the establishment of specific taxes such as the canon...
eólico, but rather of other factors mainly including legal uncertainty, elimination of the compensation schemes, and decline of the demand because of the crisis.

Figure 2. Temporal dynamics of the possibility of income flows for municipalities in the process of developing wind farms in Galicia (MW). Source: Own elaboration from the SIDWEG.

Table 3. Characterisation and estimation of revenues for Galician municipalities with wind farms according to the income flow (2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Tax/Mechanism</th>
<th>Number of Municipalities</th>
<th>Income (1000 €)</th>
<th>Income (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Taxes</td>
<td>a. Conventional taxes (*)</td>
<td>IBI</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>6719</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IAE</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>3499</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Wind taxes</td>
<td>Canon eólico and ECF</td>
<td>117 (**)</td>
<td>6307</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. Municipal ownership of wind farms</td>
<td></td>
<td>Singular wind farm</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1253</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. Other incomes</td>
<td>Renting of municipal land</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration agreements</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total income estimation 17,820 100

Source: Own elaboration from the SIDWEG. Notes: (*) The ICIO is not taken into consideration because it is only paid once, with the construction of the wind farm (no new farms were installed in 2017); (**) This tax includes municipalities with power evacuation lines, in addition to the 107 municipalities with wind turbines in their territories.

4.1. Municipal Tax Revenues

4.1.1. Conventional Taxes

The wind energy model established in Galicia is based almost exclusively on the installation of wind farms promoted by private companies. The development of this business activity requires the payment of taxes to the local administration that become a source of income for the territories where the wind farms are located. In particular, there are three conventional taxes positively affecting those municipalities: the tax on economic activities (IAE), the property tax (IBI), and the tax on constructions,
installations, and works (ICIO). The first two taxes are annually paid, while the third one is paid only once, with the construction of the wind farm. Among these three taxes, the IBI is the most important one (37.7% of the total tax revenue in 2017). This tax changed substantially after 2007 as a result of a judicial process initiated by the Galician Federation of Municipalities and Provinces. This process determined that wind farms belong to a specific category of taxable goods (BICES), on which higher tax rates are imposed. Tax rates for BICES are set by municipalities through a tax ordinance and amount to between 0.4–1.3% of the cadastral value of the property.

The IAE is another annual tax managed by the municipalities (19.6% of the total revenue in 2017). It is a levy on the wind power activity that imposes a rate per unit of power. Wind farms with a turnover of less than 1 million euros per year are exempt from this tax. The taxable base is linked to the net annual turnover, and the tax rate is around 1.5% [52]. Finally, the ICIO has also generated, within the wind industry, some legal disputes regarding the rates to be paid [53]. The debate revolved around whether the cost of wind turbines ought to be included in the taxable base of the ICIO or not. Various court sentences have been clear on the matter, and have included the cost in the taxable base. As a result, there has been an increase of income flow for the municipalities, given that wind turbines account for 70% of the cost of a wind farm [54]. The municipality establishes the ICIO rate, which ranges between 2–4% of the cost of executing the works, and is only paid once.

4.1.2. Specific Taxes: the canon eólica and the Environmental Compensation Fund

The canon eólica was created in 2009 by the Galician regional government for the purpose of taxing negative externalities associated with the installation of wind farms. More specifically, this levy taxes the number of wind turbines and establishes a tax-exempt tax bracket and three other tax brackets with rates that increase with the number of wind turbines (see Table 4). Due to the quick development of wind energy in Galicia, the unit capacity of wind turbines is generally limited, which implies the installation of a high number of wind turbines per wind farm. Thus, most plants (65%) fall within the highest tax bracket, which accumulates 94.6% of the income collected through this tax. The canon eólica feeds the ECF, which distributes a significant part of its income to the municipalities affected by wind farms. These income flows are channelled as non-competitive subsidies, and therefore are not freely disposable. They are intended to implement actions related to production, employment generation, biodiversity conservation, the recreational use of natural resources, and the sustainable use of renewable energies [48].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Canon eólica Tax Bracket (No. of Wind Turbines)</strong></th>
<th>€ per Wind Turbine-Year</th>
<th>No. of Wind Farms</th>
<th>No. of Wind Turbines</th>
<th>Income (1000 euros)</th>
<th>Income (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between 1–3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 4–7</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 8–15</td>
<td>4100</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 15</td>
<td>5900</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>3721</td>
<td>21,954</td>
<td>94.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>154</td>
<td>4087</td>
<td>23,215</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration from the SIDWEG.

After the canon eólica came into force, the total revenue collected through this new wind tax was estimated at around 22 million euros per year. This amount feeds the ECF, and the Galician regional government, which is responsible for managing this tax, determines that around one-third of those revenues (between 6–8 million euros per year) will go directly to the municipalities that have wind farms installed in their territories. In other words, the municipalities receive an income in the form of non-competitive subsidies according to the number of wind turbines and the metres of power evacuation lines in their territories. In the last years, ECF revenues have decreased (Figure 3), which has been mainly due to changes in the amounts allocated by the Galician government, and to a lesser
extent, the reduction in the number of wind turbines caused by the repowering of wind farms [55].

In relation to the drop in EFC revenues allocated to municipalities with wind farms in their territories, there is no information on the reasons behind the regional government’s reduction of the amounts in the last few years. In spite of this, it is worth highlighting that during the nine years in which the tax has been in force, the municipalities with wind farms and evacuation lines have received more than 63 million euros.

Table 4. Characterisation and estimation of incomes derived from the canon eólico in Galicia (2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Canon eólico tax bracket</th>
<th>€ per wind turbine-year</th>
<th>No. of wind farms</th>
<th>No. of wind turbines</th>
<th>Income (1000 euros)</th>
<th>Income (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between 1–3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 4–7</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 8–15</td>
<td>4100</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 15</td>
<td>5900</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>3721</td>
<td>21,954</td>
<td>94.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>154</td>
<td>4087</td>
<td>23,215</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration from the SIDWEG.

After the canon eólico came into force, the total revenue collected through this new wind tax was estimated at around 22 million euros per year. This amount feeds the ECF, and the Galician regional government, which is responsible for managing this tax, determines that around one-third of those revenues (between 6–8 million euros per year) will go directly to the municipalities that have wind farms installed in their territories. In other words, the municipalities receive an income in the form of non-competitive subsidies according to the number of wind turbines and the metres of power evacuation lines in their territories. In the last years, ECF revenues have decreased (Figure 3), which has been mainly due to changes in the amounts allocated by the Galician government, and to a lesser extent, the reduction in the number of wind turbines caused by the repowering of wind farms [55].

In relation to the drop in EFC revenues allocated to municipalities with wind farms in their territories, there is no information on the reasons behind the regional government’s reduction of the amounts in the last few years. In spite of this, it is worth highlighting that during the nine years in which the tax has been in force, the municipalities with wind farms and evacuation lines have received more than 63 million euros.

With regard to the revenues from the canon eólico feeding the ECF, the Galician government has annually allocated, through competitive calls for proposals, between 1.3–2.8 million euros to environmental action programs to be developed in the municipalities. The use made of the remaining approximately 14 million euros is unknown, since there is no public information provided by the regional government regarding the management of these resources.

In 2017, the direct ECF revenues earned by municipalities with wind farms were estimated at 6.3 million euros, representing 35.4% of the total municipal incomes derived from wind power activity. From a geographical perspective, the Galician municipalities that received greater amounts from this tax were the smaller ones, which are dispersed across the region’s territory (Figure 4). The economic impact of this tax on the municipalities located in the area of Serra do Xistral is worth highlighting, and among them, the case of Muras in particular, where 381 wind turbines are currently in operation. This municipality, which had a budget of about 1.7 million euros in 2016, has received, in the period during which the ECF has been active (2010–2018), more than 5.3 million euros in non-competitive subsidies for the number of wind turbines and evacuation lines located in its territory.
In 2001, the specific category of singular wind farms was created to allow municipalities to promote this kind of installation. The capacity of each singular wind farm was limited to a maximum of 3 MW, which is a restriction that conditioned the generation of local revenues. Initially, the installation of this type of wind farm attracted the interest of many Galician municipalities. Up to 182 of the 315 municipalities in the region requested permits to build their own wind farms. However, this specific type of wind farm did not achieve the expected degree of development. Their limited expansion, despite the great interest they initially attracted among local governments, is mainly related to the legal uncertainty of the various calls for tenders. This uncertainty caused the cancellation of the largest call for tenders for this type of wind farm, and led to several subsequent court sentences that have paralysed the setting up of these singular wind plants [56].

The monitoring data of the administrative proceedings to install this type of wind farm indicate that in 2018, barely 13 of them were in operation (Figure 5). These wind farms have an aggregated installed capacity of 34.80 MW, which stands for only 1% of the total operating capacity.

Once the administrative authorisation is obtained, these farms can be managed through various mechanisms: (a) with the municipality’s own resources; (b) by creating a joint venture controlled by the municipality; or (c) by issuing a call for tenders ending in an administrative concession to a company that will manage the wind farm. In Galicia, all the singular wind farms in operation were tendered by the local administration. From the information gathered and synthesised in the SIDWEG, it is possible to estimate the income per MW in operation earned by the municipalities. Thus, in 2017, the revenues per singular wind farm were estimated at between 19,000–47,000 euros per MW [56], with an average annual provision of 36,000 euros per MW, which is a small amount when compared to other sources of income. Thus, singular wind farms in Galicia contributed 1.2 million euros to local revenues (7% of the total). The collection and analysis of municipal wind farm tenders shows that the income flows usually combine an annual payment as a percentage of the wind farm’s turnover (sometimes reaching 20%), and a fixed annual payment per installed capacity. Finally, it is worth mentioning that several singular wind farms awaiting administrative processing and not yet in operation are managed by joint ventures that will be interesting to observe in the near future, although at the moment it is not possible to compare the benefits of this mechanism with those of public tenders.
4.3. Other Incomes

This research work has identified two other wind-related income flows for local administrations, which nevertheless have little relevance on the total revenue (0.2%). The first source of income is linked to the signing of collaboration agreements between promoters and municipalities, which include the annual payment of some monetary amounts. For instance, the municipality of Cuntis signed an agreement with the company that developed the Monte Arca wind farm for the creation and maintenance of a new hiking trail. The agreement disaggregated the works to be implemented and the corresponding monetary amounts. In other countries, these income flows associated with specific agreements were framed within the concept of community benefits that are voluntarily provided by the promoters [57]. For instance, they are common in England, where they can be managed by local governments or social entities [31]. A second mechanism to obtain revenues for the local administration is to rent land belonging to the municipality for the installation of wind farms. However, in the case of Galicia, only 2% of the forest areas where the wind farms are usually located are municipally owned [58]. Consequently, only a few municipalities receive income via land leasing, according to the information available in the SIDWEG.

5. Discussion

5.1. Wind Revenues and Rural Development in Galicia

In the case of Galicia, wind power activity has created an important flow of direct income for the municipalities. If the estimated income earned by municipalities with wind farms in their territories in 2017 (17.8 million euros) is compared with the estimated turnover of the wind farms that same year, it is possible to observe how those revenues represent 3.17% of the estimated turnover of the wind farms. This percentage is relatively low, especially when considering the case of Greece, where local administrations collect the same percentage through only one tax (see Dimitropoulos and Kontoleon [24]). However, as underlined by Slattery et al., [10], these new sources of income gain further significance since the wind farms are installed in rural areas with little economic activity and important social and environmental problems. Thus, the revenues derived from wind power activity can be used to improve public services and/or the capacity of investment of the local economic network,
as well as to implement activities linked to rural development and sustainability, as in Mexico [59] or Oklahoma [32].

As analysed before, taxes are the main direct wind revenue obtained by Galician municipalities; therefore, they present an opportunity to encourage local development through public expenditure [31]. However, in the case of incomes collected via conventional taxes (57.3% of the total in 2017), it is extremely difficult to identify which has been their final use due to at least two reasons: (a) tax conditions have changed during the period analysed, and (b) there is no disaggregated public information on the matter. In this sense, it is possible to affirm that wind power activity contributes to the economic growth of the affected areas, but it is not possible to determine with certainty the effects that it has on their rural development. In other regions, it has been proven that wind farms facilitate the maintenance of the provision of basic services for the population [32,33], and contribute to production diversification and the viability of agricultural activities [60]. In the case of Galicia, a singular example found in the SIDWEG is that of the municipality of Muras, which, ever since 2016, has allocated part of its wind revenues to helping local families pay their electricity bill.

On the other hand, ECF revenues (35.4% of the total in 2017) can be more easily monitored due to the limitations established in their regulatory framework. Thus, the financing of fire prevention, sanitation, improvement of infrastructures, and other environmental works and actions with ECF revenues is quite common. These expenditure policies foster the generation of economic activities and the creation of employment in rural municipalities with wind farms installed in their territories. For instance, in 2017, staff was hired with ECF revenues in the municipalities of Cedeira (seven workers), Ponteceso (nine workers), Aranga (eight workers), Cariño (two workers), and Muras (10 workers). These experiences prove that although municipalities are only granted a limited share of the amounts collected through the specific wind power tax (canon eólico), local revenues may be used to revive local employment and other economic activities in rural areas. If the taxes were directly controlled by the municipalities or if the amounts allocated were larger, the impact and the potential for revitalisation would notably increase, which would be of great relevance in the problematic context of these rural municipalities.

5.2. Regulatory Limitations to the Access, Control, and Generation of Wind Revenues

The opportunities, conditions, and barriers to local income generation greatly depend on the public policies that define and limit the spheres and possibilities [61]. In this sense, the analysis of the Galician regulatory framework shows how the current legislation has negatively conditioned the results obtained at a local level. First of all, it is necessary to bring into focus the limitations and barriers to entry imposed on the decision-making capacity of local administrations with regard to the planning and authorisation of wind farms. In contrast, the development of wind farms by a few private companies with few or no ties to the territory where the activity is being developed has been favoured, thus conditioning their local economic impacts [21]. Galician municipalities have witnessed the construction of wind farms in their own territories without actually having a say in the process. This situation is different in regions where there are governance processes associated with the installation of wind farms [45]. Thus, for instance, in the United States, local authorities have a crucial role in the planning and development of regulations, and they sometimes even decide the location of the wind farms [43]. In Sweden, they even have veto power over wind farm projects [44]. In line with what Fast and Mabee pointed out [60], the weakening of the decision-making capacity of Galician municipalities has taken away all the structural incentives for companies to negotiate with them.

Moreover, the regulatory framework has restricted the possibilities of building and managing municipally owned wind farms. This circumstance also makes the case of Galicia different from those of other regions where local ownership seems to be a relevant option [27]. In Denmark, for instance, cooperatives run by the local population control a great number of wind turbines (15%), while in Germany, community ownership is estimated at 20% [28]. From the information gathered in the SIDWEG, it is possible to observe how singular wind farms, which is the only category that allows
local ownership, represented only 1% of the total operating capacity in 2017. Despite the initial interest awakened by this specific type of wind farm, the restrictions imposed on its capacity and the low degree of its development have resulted in a very limited income collection and a very low impact on the total revenue [56]. Thus, 3 MW per singular wind farm is a very low capacity considering the size of most farms in Galicia, the capacity of which is, in many cases, close to 50 MW; consequently, the farms’ turnover and their positive impact at a local level are also conditioned by this limitation.

Third, the specific wind tax (canon eólico) associated with the ECF is levied on the number of wind turbines, which is in contrast with other compensation funds levied on the installed capacity, such as the one created in the region of Valencia (Spain), or on the plant’s turnover, as in Greece [24] or Portugal [25]. In Galicia, this connection to the number of wind turbines puts the very logic of the tax and the ECF at stake. In theory, the ECF was designed to compensate for the negative environmental externalities generated by wind farms [62]. However, the definition of the tax, which is articulated into several tax brackets, hinders its own objectives. For instance, a wind farm with only three turbines built in an area where there were no previous installations would be exempt from paying the tax, despite the negative visual environmental impact that it would have on that specific geographical area [63]. In addition, the current repowering of Galician wind farms [64] is reducing the number of turbines, and consequently, the revenues derived from the ECF. One of the objectives of the canon eólico is to incentivise the repowering of wind farms by reducing the amounts to be paid if a large number of wind turbines with a low unit capacity are substituted by a smaller number of turbines with a higher unit capacity, or even by establishing an exempted bracket.

Both the design of the canon eólico, under non-local control, and the allocation of ECF revenues established by the Galician government reduce the economic impact of this tax on rural municipalities. The limited local impact is underlined by only between 26–36% of the 22 million euros that are annually collected, on average, through this specific wind tax benefiting the municipalities affected by wind farms. The analysis herein performed shows how, despite the creation of specific taxes, mechanisms, or categories such as the ECF or singular wind farms, the main revenue of municipalities with wind farms still comes from conventional taxes. These results confirm the shortcomings of specifically designed wind taxes and the need to advance in the development of public policies aiming at increasing the possibilities for economic and rural development in the municipalities where wind farms are built.

5.3. Limitations and Future Research Prospects

The absence of a public taxpayer register for wind-farming activities limits the availability of information about the wind revenues earned by the municipalities. Although we have tried to overcome this limitation through indirect calculations, future research works should aim at compiling in greater detail and at a higher level of disaggregation the amounts of local revenue derived from the development of wind farms. Hopefully, the regional government will also improve the level of transparency in the management of the wind power industry, which would allow arriving at more solid conclusions regarding the above-mentioned and currently lacking information about the destination of two-thirds of the annual revenues collected from the canon eólico. On the other hand, it will be interesting to address other issues related to the present research work, such as verifying whether the improvement of this industrial sector and of other services linked to wind power production generates any spillovers that may foster local development, as indicated in other works [65,66]. Investigating the role that local economic impact plays in the local processes of approval of wind farms in rural areas of Galicia will be another worthwhile line of research.

6. Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

The research work developed around the SIDWEG has allowed the identification and quantification of the direct local economic impacts of wind power activity in the rural municipalities of Galicia. Thus, several sources of local income have been identified: the taxation of wind farms through conventional taxes and through the ECF, the municipal ownership of wind farms, the leasing of municipal land
to wind farm promoters, and the collaboration agreements drawn up between companies and municipalities. The income flows of municipalities with wind farms in their territories has been quantified as 17.8 million euros for 2017.

The main sources of local income are the IBI (37.7% in 2017) and the specific wind tax (canon eólico) (35.4%), followed by the IAE (19.6%) and the revenues from municipally owned wind farms (7.0%). In this sense, the present work shows how the public policies implemented have, through the regulatory framework, limited and conditioned the possibilities for increasing local revenues derived from wind power activity. The possibility of promoting municipally owned wind plants is only possible through the installation of singular wind farms. This option has been poorly developed, and proves to be very limiting in terms of installed capacity. The specific wind tax (canon eólico) and the ECF have a great potential to encourage local development through employment creation and the promotion of environmentally sustainable economic activities. However, the lack of control that local administrations have over these mechanisms and the limited amount of revenue (only around 30%) that is transferred to the municipalities reduces their potential. In brief, it is possible to affirm that wind power activity allows increasing local revenues, though limitedly, and that consequently, there is a need to continue researching the extent to which these new sources of income contribute to the sustainable development of rural municipalities beyond their economic growth.

Finally, considering our results and the currently intense relaunching of the wind power sector in Galicia, we include the following policy recommendations. First of all, our results make clear that, as pointed out in the literature [21], the restricted local ownership of wind farms and the limited negotiating capacity on the part of local authorities reduces the possible benefits and positive impacts of this activity. Therefore, it would be reasonable to implement a new policy aimed at increasing local ownership of renewable energy plants. This could be done through the relaunching of singular wind farms, eliminating the 3 MW per farm limitation, or through the design of a new mechanism that would favour the setting up of new locally owned wind plants. Secondly, understanding that taxes on wind power production may generate opportunities to encourage local development through public expenditure [31] and given the existence of a specific tax in Galicia (canon eólico), it would also be positive to hand over the total control over this tax to the local authorities in order to better support local projects of transformation, thus improving as well the level of energy justice [67] derived from progress in renewable energies.

Thirdly, it might be relevant to grant a binding decision-making capacity to the local governments in order to incentivise negotiation with power-promoting companies [60]. This would foster the drawing up of collaboration agreements between promoters and municipalities, which are common in other regions [57], and would lead to an increase of local revenues. These measures would not hinder the development of the wind power industry (many of them are still in force in countries such as Denmark or Germany [28], where wind power production is most extended), and would instead allow an increment of income flows for Galician rural municipalities, which in turn would facilitate the implementation of other measures favouring local development in a context of serious structural problems, including depopulation, a lack of employment opportunities, and environmental challenges such as forest fires.
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